This investigation was published two weeks before the third anniversary of the Boston Marathon Bombings,
which hopefully will be long enough for people to read this, examine the links and recognize it for what it is
before Patriots’ Day. My initial goal was to have it published before Dzhokhar was convicted. After immense
trouble trying to find a publisher willing to get involved with it, I decided to publish it independently, despite the
heightened difficulty of widely circulating it. Regardless, I probably should have released it months ago, and my
apologies for waiting.
Please enjoy a free sample of the upcoming rerelease of 
The Fall of America: The Rebellion Awakens
,
soon to be newly titled Reasons for the Rebellion, which will contain an overview of the events of the past three
years and tie them in with the 2013 release.
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“You never want a serious crisis to go to waste. And what I mean by that is it’s an opportunity for you to do
things you think you could not do before.”  President Obama’s first Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel in a 2008
Wall Street Journal 
interview
***

On April 14th, 2013, it wasn’t very hard to predict that an act of terror may soon be blamed on people who love
freedom. What’s the best day of the year to frame patriots for a domestic terror attack? It is indisputably Patriots’
Day, April 15th.
Many in the liberty movement were warning of an imminent false flag attack against patriots. Any one
of the glut of recent, opensore scandals facing the Federal government, such as IRSgate, Fast and Furious,
Benghazigate, how we are all financial 
slaves to private families’ central banks as admitted in 2012 on CNBC,
etc. are far more controversial than what the Nixon Administration did, which eventually culminated into a
Presidential impeachment. On April 14th, the Federal government was on the hot seat more than ever, even
occasionally on its own news outlets such as MSNBC, CNN and Fox News.
Historically, one of the leading ways a ruling, corrupt regime responds to intense public scrutiny and
discontent is to distract its own people by covertly attacking them, blaming the attack on a patsy and then leading
the public to the prefabricated conclusion that a change of policy that includes more government intervention is
the only possible solution. While the majority of the public is blinded by fear, it’s much easier to jam even more
corrupt motivations and deeds down their throats. For a while, the weakminded forget their righteous anger at
the government and instead become mentally paralyzed. Anyone who doesn’t believe the fabricated story
deemed official by mainstream media is portrayed as a threat, a traitor and an enemy of society.
Propaganda channels from the White House, the CIA, the FBI, Homeland Security, etc. tell Reuters and
the AP what to label news, which are primarily owned by the private families who own the Federal Reserve,
among other central banks. Total control of mainstream media is, however, unattainable unless these families are
writing all of their own stories. Sometimes their minions high on their corporate ladders don’t understand what
all needs to be censored. Occasionally honest journalists report real news unhindered. The Boston Marathon
bombings were different from previous acts of war and terror on American soil because many of the honest
journalists who helped solve the case worked independently of the FBI and the DHS. Many weren’t reporters
from mainstream media but rather citizen journalists who used the recording capabilities of their smart phones
and uploaded their media to the Internet.
Most of the citations embedded in this investigation are from mainstream media and were published
after the introduction of the FBI and DHS’s Joint Terrorism Task Force’s “official” story. To my knowledge, this
is the most thorough overview of what really happened during and after the Boston Marathon bombings that’s
currently available. It is not meant to include all of the enormous glut of articles written about the Boston
Marathon bombings and the characters involved. Rather, it’s an attempt to create a skeleton of relevant and
usually direct citations to either the core facts or the sources that chose to manufacture inaccurate or completely
false propaganda  it’s a platform for further investigation. This composition contrasts what the FBI, Homeland
Security and mainstream media want you to know vs. what was otherwise discovered and reported.
[If it’s not selfevident which information a link is referring to, push CTRLF on your browser and input
the word that’s hyperlinked to find the relevant text. For other items requiring citations, refer to the previously
hyperlinked source.]

The Official Lie
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On April 15th, 2013, Islamic extremists with “
rightwing extremist
” tendencies attacked innocents at the Boston
Marathon with two pressure cooker bombs full of BBs and nails near the Boylston Street finish line, killing three
and 
injuring
264.
Originally, it was reported that a third bomb or grouping of bombs 
exploded three miles away at the
Kennedy Presidential Library. The story then changed and the explosions were said to have been products of an
electrical fire.
Before finger pointing started, a thorough review of the potential suspects was called for by the FBI and
surveillance footages of the neighboring businesses were requested. Within a day, President Obama added his
two cents: “Any time bombs are used to target innocent civilians, it’s an 
act of terror
.”
On April 17th, CNN, FOX News and the AP 
reported that a suspect was arrested. Reporters 
gathered
around the Moakley Federal Courthouse because an arraignment was said to have been imminent.
Spontaneously, a “code red” bomb threat was 
called in
. Homeland Security and the Boston Police Dept.
responded by sweeping the building and causing the postponement of the FBI’s press conference. The “code
red” threat was the 
first
in the library’s history.
On April 18th, the 
FBI scheduled a 
press conference at 5:00 PM to unveil the suspects. A press release
was 
posted to FBI.gov, which accused who were soon known as the Tsarnaev brothers: “
For clarity, these
images should be the only ones—the only ones—that the public should view to assist us. Other photos should
not be deemed credible and unnecessarily divert the public’s attention in the wrong direction and create undue
work for vital law enforcement resources.”
That night, it is said the young men 
shot police officer Sean Collier multiple times on MIT’s campus.
The FBI’s official criminal complaint against Dzhokhar, however, gives no details about the purported shooting
and doesn’t discuss any possible motivation for the random killing. It instead whimsically jumps to a tale
alleging the brothers 
carjacked a black Mercedes ML 350, 
kidnapped the driver and stole from him $800. After
that, they purportedly 
robbed
a 7Eleven.
For the remainder of April 18th, Governor Deval Patrick authorized martial law for more than a million
proximal residents. Twenty blocks of Watertown and Boston were 
shut down
, including the public transportation
system, public institutions, most businesses, Logan International Airport, streets and the airspace above. At first,
it was reported that cell phone service was 
shut down for many in Boston. This was later refuted by cell phone
companies but it is possible that “Emergency Wireless Protocols,” 
SOP 303
, may have allowed the Federal
government to have done it with the flick of a switch. 
Images of the illegal siege of Boston by the Federal
government permeate the Internet. Boston Police Chief Linskey said “
hundreds
” of homes were searched.
Overnight, 
it is said the brothers 
fired at police officers on a Watertown street. O
fficials and some who
claimed to have witnessed it described it as a “
furious firefight
.” The chase itself was corroborated by the Boston
Police Dept. 
Its Police Chief said at least 
200 rounds were shot. 
The brothers are said to have left officer Richard
H. Donahue in 
critical condition during the purported exchange. 
Four improvised explosive devices allegedly
were detonated by the suspects. One undetonated device reportedly was found 
inside the Mercedes, as well as
two on Laurel St. All three were declared the suspects’ devices. On April 20th, 
NBC reported that not three but
seven
undetonated explosive devices were recovered.
The police told officials that, at the end of the chase, Tamerlan was run 
over and killed by Dzhokhar
before he managed to escape. Only “
six or seven
” officers were involved in the chase, according to Watertown
Police Captain Dupuis. The reason Dzhokhar was able to escape is because “they 
had another mission
” that was
more important.
After about 
1,000 cops were dispatched to apprehend the 19yearold but two hours after the martial law
was lifted, the hunt ended. A boat owner on Franklin St. reportedly noticed his boat cover askew, walked to it
and, after discovering an abundance of 
blood
, informed authorities. After a dramatic, belabored wait, the
assembled police randomly 
unloaded several dozen, perhaps a hundred rounds into the boat in a vulgar display
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of power. Afterward, officers called the spontaneous gratuitous violence a result of the “
fog of war
” and
“contagious fire.”
After the 
unilateral gunfire and even the purported exchange during the chase, Dzhokhar was found
unarmed
. It is said he 
shot himself in the throat during an unsuccessful suicide attempt. This contrasts with the
widelycirculated 
picture of him walking out of the boat on his own seemingly bloodfree. An FBI 
hostage
rescue team seized and imprisoned him when he exited the boat at 8:45 PM.
Boston Police Commissioner Edward F. Davis then prematurely presumed that citizens could “be
confident that the threat has been removed.” 
“We are eternally grateful for the outcome here tonight. We have a
suspect in custody,” said Colonel Timothy 
Alben
, Commander of the State Police, followed by the haughty,
tyrannical statement “We’re so grateful to bring justice and closure to this case,” setting the precedent that it’s
normal and acceptable for police to play judge, jury and executioner simultaneously.
On April 22, Dzhokhar was formally 
charged with “using a weapon of mass destruction.” “
After placing
the IEDs among the crowd,” the 
indictment alleges, “Tsarnaev and his brother detonated the bombs seconds
apart, killing three people, maiming and injuring many more, and forcing a premature end to the marathon.”
On May 1, three were 
charged with concealing evidence, purportedly for removing some of Dzhokhar’s
possessions: a laptop and some fireworks. In the end, the charges stuck to two of them and the other man was
charged
with “making false statements.”
A final charge, for 
obstruction of justice, was handed out on May 30, 2014 to Khairullozhon Matanov
for clearing his Internet browsing history.

There Was a Drill?
After the explosions, the stretch near the finish line was enveloped in confusion. Boston PD immediately began
responding to the scene but a few minutes later, the policemen were 
ordered [0:31] to stay off their radios,
making what runners reported during the Marathon even more mysterious. Unbeknown to most, speakers at the
event boomed that a “
training exercise
” was taking place and asked runners to not be alarmed. Before and during
the race, rooftop snipers and bomb sniffing dogs were rife, even around the finish line, which is unusual for any
marathon. One of the observers, Alastair Stevenson gave a fulllength 
interview about the scene. Corroborating
his claims, the words “This is a drill, this is a drill” seem to have been 
recorded [0:44] by a citizen journalist just
before the blasts.
Before the explosions, the Boston Globe 
tweeted
: “There will be a controlled explosion opposite the
library within one minute as part of bomb squad activities.” There is thus no room for arguing against the fact
that the blast was anticipated by the Boston Globe, which lets readers read five articles per month before
demanding money. How did the Boston Globe know beforehand what was going to happen if it was an act of
terror committed by the Tsarnaev brothers?
The day of the bombings, the FBI held its first press conference. It ended abruptly after reporter Dan
Bidondi 
inquired about the drill that witnesses described but was never reported by mainstream media. Why
would a terrorist, whose goal is by definition to inflict terror, choose to bomb, of all places, a bomb squad drill?
How probable is it that a drill run on Patriot’s Day featuring “rightwing” terrorists with backpack bombs would
happen at the same time and place as an authentic Muslim extremist attack featuring backpack bombs?

4Chan.org and Free Internet Showed What Really Happened First
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The Boston Marathon bombings happened in areas heavily surveilled by local businesses. Much of the footage
taken was uploaded to file sharing website 4chan.org. From there, images and videos of what really happened
went viral. Two suspects seen possibly planting 
backpacks were soon written about by the New York Post,
which established that the men were already being investigated by Boston PD.
Radio host Alex Jones was the 
first to spot what he initially thought was Navy SEAL Team 5 in civilian
clothing operating as private military contractors (mercenaries.) To help create a fog of war, they were all
holding backpacks identical to the one that’s said to have contained the first explosive. The second bomb was
first said to have been in a 
garbage can a block west but this report was replaced by another claiming it was in a
backpack just behind the divider next to the road. 
Seven more military contractors were later spotted. News of
their presence spread fast, as 
evidenced days afterward by several informed CSPAN callers calling in on the
same show. They were later identified as the 24th National Guard Weapons of Mass DestructionCivil Support
Team (
CST
,) which is intended to support first responders during emergencies, i.e biological, chemical, nuclear
or radiological threats. Interestingly, the Pentagon had recently tried to 
dismantle
the unit involved twice.
No images have surfaced of the Tsarnaev brothers holding backpacks identical to the black 
backpack
that’s said to have contained a pressure cooker bomb. For instance, Dzhokhar’s backpack in the 
media provided
by the FBI is grey.
Among a few suspects, the 4chan.org photos suggest that the first backpack that’s said to have housed a
pressure cooker bomb was actually placed by a disheveled, thin, heavilybearded 
white man in a baggy blue coat
and a stretched out red shirt, who looked like he hadn’t showered in a while. He clearly isn’t but resembles the
“
Unabomber
.” These photos went viral on April 17th. That same day, many reporters gathered around the
courthouse because the FBI announced it was going to hold a press conference to reveal a suspect. It suddenly
cancelled it because of “
conflicting reports
,” which may have been a stumbling response to the widespread
circulation of the photos of the other suspects and the backpacked CST team.

Tamerlan Tsarnaev
It’s easy to hypothesize that the reason the FBI was adamant on April 18th that the Tsarnaev brothers were the
only suspects worth investigating is because it knew them much better than it knows most citizens. Russia Today
(RT) was the first to spill the beans. The brothers’ mom Zubeidat explained that the FBI had been surveilling
them for 
years
: “They used to come [to our] home, they used to talk to me… they were telling me that
[Tamerlan] was really an extremist leader and they were afraid of him. They told me whatever information he is
getting, he gets from these extremist sites… they were controlling him, they were controlling his every step…
and now they say that this is a terrorist act!”
In 2011, Russia’s 
government requested that the FBI review Tamerlan’s potential connections to
Chechen terrorists. The FBI 
concluded that there wasn’t enough evidence to continue their investigation. CBS
Boston followed RT’s investigation with one of its own, in which it disclosed how the FBI had been 
wiretapping
Tamerlan since 2011. The Wall Street Journal also explained how Russia had 
reached out
. Six months before the
bombings, the Russian government 
spotted him with Dagestani “militant” Gadzhimurad Dolgatov six times at a
mosque, which caused it to request another investigation of Tamerlan. This time, the FBI never bothered to
respond. It later blamed Russia for 
not sharing 
information about Tamerlan when it was already crystal clear that
Russia had sounded the alarm and the FBI had exercised premeditated negligence.
Although unsubstantiated, their aunt Maret 
insists she saw Tamerlan on CNN footage of the shootout
being ushered into a police cruiser, not lying on the pavement because he was run over by his brother. As
reported by the ER doctor at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Brookline, Tamerlan truly died from
several gunshots and didn’t appear to have been 
run over
. The 
death certificate
, however, aligned perfectly with
the information provided by the FBI.
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Dzhokhar Tsarnaev
Nothing has surfaced to indicate the brothers had any clue what was about to happen to them and their good
names. It is known that both brothers were affiliated in some way with the FBI for several years prior to the 2013
Boston Marathon. The FBI was much more interested in Tamerlan than Dzhokhar but their mom Zubeidat made
it clear that her 
entire family
was under tight surveillance.
Despite the fact that he was here legally and, if convicted, would typically be classified as a deranged
premeditated murderer, several terrorindustry “rino” Republicans wanted to declare Dzhokhar an unlawful
“
enemy combatant
,” as if the bombings were associated with Russia.
The 
grey backpack he was wearing doesn’t match the 
backpack that’s said to have once housed a
pressure cooker bomb.
Interviews with those close to him all suggest he was an upstanding young man. In high school, he was a
wrestling captain and a scholarshipwinning top student. He appears to have been universally 
beloved by his
community, which still doesn’t buy the FBI’s tale and vouches for his character. Before apprehended, he left this
on Facebook: “This will be the last message before the police get me. I never done it. They 
set me up
. Father
please forgive me. I am sorry it has come to this.”
For over a year, there existed little propaganda to suggest that the brothers’ roles in orchestrating the
bombings and the aftermath were anywhere close to equivalent. To help patch this up before the trial, it was
claimed that the 
gun purportedly used by them was his because it purportedly came from Stephen Silva, who’s
said to have been closer to him than to Tamerlan.
Dzhokhar was also taken to Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center because he had 
multiple gunshot
wounds to the head, neck, leg and hand. This contradicts the official lie, which mentions only one gunshot to the
throat
from a purportedly botched suicide attempt.

Sunil Tripathi
Before the Tsarnaev brothers were the 
only suspects that citizens were told to pay any attention to, it was widely
reported that 
missing Brown University student Sunil Tripathi and Mike Mulugeta were 
suspects
. It was also
reported that police had only arrested Tripathi; and that they had shot and killed him.
He went missing at 11:00 AM March 16, 2013. A post on the “Help Us Find Sunil Tripathi” Facebook
page set up by his family and friends explains that he’d recently written something that expressed 
suicidal intent.
After about a month, the FBI volunteered itself to help with the search.
Tripathi was 
misidentified on Reddit.com by a former classmate who was checking out the FBI’s photos
of suspect #2. Boston police then called him a suspect over their 
police scanner
, which was heard worldwide
over the Internet. The story went viral. The 
International Business Times and 
CBS said he was the primary
suspect. CBS later blamed 
Reddit for its own sloppy journalism and the Boston PD’s doings. The FBI responded
by denying that there had been any 
arrests and, a couple weeks later, tried to smooth over the lack of cooperation
between it and Boston PD with an unnecessary 
Joint Statement
about how well they cooperate.
In a May 15th, 2015 
interview
, one of the neighbors near the boat in Watertown claimed to have
witnessed Sunil in custody behind his house. He also reportedly received a call from someone claiming to have
been from the Boston Globe who was looking for “hostages or people withholding the terrorists” before
authorities randomly stormed through his house. In addition, he reportedly received an Internet notification the
previous night stating that the explosions heard throughout the neighborhood during the alleged shootout,
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purportedly from the detonation of the Tsarneavs’ improvised explosive devices, were “controlled explosions”
being conducted by police.
On April 23rd, Sunil Tripathi was found 
dead floating in the Providence River behind the Wyndham
Garden Providence hotel, yet the Rhode Island medical examiner said there was 
no foul play suspected in his
death.

Ibragim Todashev
On May 22nd, 2013, the FBI visited a ChechenAmerican friend of Tamerlan Tsarnaev named Ibragim
Todashev at his apartment. 
Four agents gave him a 
confession to sign that pinned Tamerlan and himself to the
September 11, 2011 Waltham, MA triple homicide. The FBI says he was signing it when he spontaneously grew
violent and attacked one of the agents with “some kind of stick.”
That’s the reason the FBI cites for 
murdering him. Afterwards, he was left with 
six bulletholes, including
one point blank to the head, which is often called a “control shot” because it’s done to ensure that an already
wounded man dies.
Todashev’s athleticism and assaultive history have been used to demonize him and build the illusion that
the agents’ doings were necessary. It was soon revealed that one of his killers, agent 
Aaron McFarlane
, had an
even worse assaultive history while on the clock for the FBI. Todashev’s father Abdulbaki is in the process of
suing the FBI for the blatantly wrongful execution. It has thus far been allowed to keep details about the murder
secret and, to date, has never admitted to wrongfully 
shooting anyone. During Dzhokhar’s trial, the US District
court established that there existed “
no evidence
” to connect Tamerlan to the convenientlydated triple homicide.

Citizen Journalism and More Propaganda
Fear generated from incidents like the Boston Marathon bombings leads citizens to accept forms of government
intervention that normally wouldn’t be permitted, so it is of great interest to the owners of mainstream media,
certain corrupt politicians, the banks that finance them and, most importantly, the private families that own the
major banks and corporations, which ultimately are the head propagandists. They can contrive narratives to
direct popular opinion in directions that would otherwise set off alarms in citizens’ minds. President Obama, for
example, is still invoking the fear generated by the 
bombings to further the fable that more government
intrusions are the only ways to save us from terrorism. Wielding the power to control such things via financial
might, these parties can freely manufacture completely false news and afterwards make sure it all solidifies into
the official narrative.

Fake Motives

Fraudulent news reports have patched and expanded the JTTF’s official lie. On April 23rd
, Boston Police and
CBS attempted to improve the broken narrative regarding MIT officer Sean Collier by reporting that the
brothers’ mysterious motive for killing him was to get his 
gun
. It, however, was admitted that the only evidence
used to draw that conclusion was that there was “an attempt to yank it” from its holster. That he may have
tugged on it himself if aware of imminent danger wasn’t considered.
About three weeks later, Dzhokhar’s purported motive for orchestrating the Boston Marathon bombings
reportedly was finally discovered written in 
pen on the boat wherein he was hiding. Obviously such evidence
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would have been nearly immediately discovered and would have been viral news if it existed when he was
kidnapped. Many likely noticed that it would have been quite difficult, if not impossible to write on the boat’s
finished, verticallyoriented panel with a pen. Thus, the propaganda changed from a pen to a 
pencil
; and the spin
on the sudden change was that he’d “
used a pencil to pen
” the message. The reporter who broke the initial story
was CBS’s Senior Correspondent 
John Miller
, who, during his recent hiatus from journalism, helped Chief
William Bratton establish counterterrorism bureaus for the LAPD, served as the top spokesman for the FBI and
worked for the Director of the Office of National Intelligence, which oversees the CIA and FBI.

The Saudi

Before Sunil Tripathi, Saudi student Abdul Rahman Alharbi, a regular at the 
White House
, was declared a
“
person of interest
.” No reason to affiliate him with what happened has surfaced but some peculiar, notable
events happened immediately after the declaration.
Why did a Saudi Arabian newspaper report that 
Michelle Obama met with Alharbi in the 
hospital where
he was being held for purported injuries related to one of the blasts? Why did Secretary of State John Kerry and
the Saudi foreign minister meet behind closed doors the next day when their meeting was first scheduled to be
open
to the press? Why did President Obama also have an unscheduled meeting with the Saudi foreign minister?
Alharbi was swiftly 
deported home, despite having several known ties to 
al Qaeda terrorists. The other
two Saudis who accompanied him somehow avoided the limelight. Was he just a distraction?

Citizen Journalism and Conflicting Reports

Several eyewitness accounts and media contradicted the details provided by mainstream media. More than ever,
technology hindered and damaged the grand political fable while it was still surfacing. The poorlyjudged
hindrance was lazily addressed when the DHS and FBI warned of terrorists using “
cameras or video recorders
”
and “sketching, or note taking consistent with … surveillance.” It was noted that suspicious activity reports
needed to be “forwarded to the appropriate fusion center and FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force for further action.”
After stating this, the FBI felt the need to confiscate the locale’s 
surveillance footages, as reported by local
businesses. Across the country, there are more than 
600 Joint Terrorism Task Force offices spying primarily on
“rightwing” political advocacy organizations.
7Eleven’s Director of Corporate Communication Margaret Chabris made it clear that not only was the
accusation that the brothers robbed the 7Eleven false, “The suspect in the photos for that particular 7Eleven
robbery looks 
nothing like
the suspects.”
The shooting of officer Sean Collier was first reported to have happened while he was responding to a
disturbance on MIT’s 
campus
. According to the university, he was shot during “an altercation at the corner of
Vassar Street and Main Street on the 
MIT campus
.” It was later reported that he was slain “
executionstyle
”
while in his patrol car on campus. News of the event then seemingly magically changed to him having
encountered the Tsarnaev brothers, who are now said to have approached him to steal his gun at a gas
station/convenience store offcampus 
in Cambridge
, despite the fact that he admittedly never lost his gun. A
security 
video was later said to have caught the brothers shooting him but, as reported four days prior, the 
faces
of the men weren’t discernible.
When the chase with the black Mercedes SUV halted and police were shooting it, a citizen video
recorded what reportedly was the standoff and the suspects yelling “
We didn’t do it
!” in response to unilateral
gunfire. It is alleged that the brothers nearly killed officer Richard H. Donahue during the shootout but
eyewitness accounts damaged that fiction by explaining that he was shot by the belligerent, shamefully reckless
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gunfire of the 
police
, themselves. Interestingly, Donahue was one of the 
first to report at MIT’s campus at the
true scene of the “executionstyle” murder of Collier.
Despite the aforesaid evidence, the fiction continued over a year later when Fox News reported that the
gun Tamerlan is said to have used was traced back to a Maine drug gang and was identified as the 
same gun that
was used to kill Collier and critically wound Donahue. It is also alleged that Tamerlan was only able to afford
trips home and to 
Dagestan because of his affiliations with Maine’s drug trade. Two others connected to the
reported gun were later 
arrested
: Danny Sun Jr. and Biniam Tsegai. Danny was arrested on May 1, 2013 for
failing to appear at a traffic court hearing. He then reportedly explained he’d passed the gun to Tsegai, who was
arrested three weeks later, eventually convicted of a slew of charges and exiled to prison.
A reported friend of the bombers Stephen Silva was charged, quickly run through court and sent to
prison a month before Dzhokhar’s trial for 
selling heroin
. The official narrative now holds that somewhere down
the line, Silva received the gun  which had “
removed, obliterated and altered
” manufacturer and serial numbers
 and gave it to Dzhokhar. Silva was also charged with possessing the unidentifiable gun but not with anything
involving the bombings. Despite being reportedly unidentifiable, it is said the ATF managed to perfectly
reconstruct the original 
number
. Considering he was otherwise going to be railroaded for distributing heroin, it
was beneficial for him to also plead guilty to the relatively inconsequential gun charge.
Let’s quickly recap what’s said to have happened to the gun. The story starts with the legitimate,
traceable purchase of a gun in Maine. While it moved from Sun Jr. to an unlawful, now imprisoned owner in
Portland, to an unlawful, now imprisoned owner in Boston and possibly to others before Silva, it lost its
traceability. Nevertheless, the ATF reportedly was able to directly trace it to a Cabela’s in Maine. All of that
added narrative, which is merely hearsay crafted to make the trial of Dzhokhar seem more legitimate, appeared
without the assignment of any new charges related to the Boston Marathon bombings. It is being labeled as
strong evidence that the brothers’ purported gun was used to shoot both officers. As of yet, no reasonable
evidence exists to suggest the brothers as much as touched a gun on Patriot’s Day, nor afterward.

Connections to “Rightwing Extremism”

Within two hours of the bombings, CNN started to cling to the twist that “
rightwing extremists
” were behind
them. No evidence was gathered for such a conclusion to be drawn but this blind guess began to reappear
elsewhere. On April 16th, Chris Matthews of MSNBC started to firmly point at “
far right
… extremists.” Later
that day, Salon did a hit piece entitled “Let’s hope the Boston Marathon bomber is a 
white American,” which
basically called for everyone to begin profiling all white people as terrorists. On the 17th, Lawrence O’Donnell
of MSNBC blamed the incident on citizen’s access to 
gunpowder in ammunition and alleged that the NRA is “in
the business of helping bombers get away with their crimes.” The next day, NPR Counterterrorism
Correspondent Dina Temple Ratson also jumped on the blame the “
rightwing individuals
” bandwagon.
The criticisms of those who attempted to expose what really happened immediately after the bombings
were peculiar. The LA Times authorized the release of some particularly slanderous slams of Alex Jones for
pointing out that a CST team stationed next to the site of the bombing wore backpacks identical to the one the
FBI said exploded: author David Horsey called those who listen to Jones an “
angry gaggle of paranoiac
followers
” and adds “it is worth pointing out what a worthless waste of skin and bones Jones and his minions
happen to be.” As usual, White House front group the Southern Poverty Law Center belittled everyone who’s
smart enough to not buy the official story, including 
Alex Jones
. Bloomberg also did a piece demonizing Jones
for discussing evidence that mainstream media avoided.
About four months after the bombings, the BBC reported that Tamerlan possessed “
rightwing
extremist
” and “white supremacist literature.” The “rightwing” documents were labeled thusly simply because
they suggested that criminal elements of the government are known to have conspired against the American
people and the world. 
9/11 Truthers, people who don’t believe the official story regarding the 1995 Oklahoma
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City bombings and gun rights advocates were also grouped with Tamerlan’s purportedly evidenced political
leanings. The reported “white supremacist literature” was popular antiSemitic book 
The Protocols of Zion
,
which has international, interracial historical significance. When others are accused of reading or owning it, they
are accused of being readers or book collectors, not terrorists or white supremacists. No explanation was given
regarding why these findings were reported in August instead of shortly after they were purportedly confiscated
by investigators.
Two weeks later, The Blaze reported that the brothers were influenced by a “radical libertarian agenda”
and “
conspiracy theories
.”
One year after the bombings, Alex Wagner and MSNBC tried to embolden the brothers’ fictitious
connections with 
patriot groups [0:48], radio host Alex Jones and racist whites. With Mark Potok from the
Southern Poverty Law Center, Wagner also tried to conflate the bombings with 
libertarianism and people who
don’t like Obamacare. Mainstream media has not yet corrected any of these ridiculous additions to the narrative.

Danny Meng

What ever happened to the man the brothers purportedly robbed and kidnapped? The “
Chinese Internet
entrepreneur student” is said to have initially asked to remain anonymous, despite the fact that Tamerlan was
dead and Dzhokhar was in custody. The publicity the incident would have given his reported entrepreneurship
would have been tremendous but, instead, he said “I don’t want to be a famous person 
talking on the TV
” and “I
don’t feel like a hero.” Media began referring to him as “Danny.”
Tamerlan allegedly bragged about bombing the 
Boston Marathon to him. The brothers purportedly put
“ammunition and explosives” in the trunk of his Mercedes, although it was just assumed that those were the
items after “Danny” reportedly heard the trunk open and close. He’s said to have been present when the brothers
stopped at the Shell station on Memorial Dr. for gas but, for some unknown reason, was allowed to run away.
A few days later, more updates surfaced. To try to substantiate the deliberately false narrative, it was
reported that Tamerlan made a racist comment to him about entire races looking the 
same
. His only 
interview
soon after the incident is said to have been behind closed doors with reporter Eric Moskowitz from the Boston
Globe. Beyond what Moskowitz may believe, there has been no meaningful confirmation that the man he
interviewed was actually “Danny,” the man allegedly kidnapped by the brothers.
About a week later, CBS claimed to have done a new 
interview with “Danny” and tried to craft the
illusion that he was in the same room as the interviewer. It, however, was a blackedout video on one side and, at
best, an interviewer conversing with a screen on the other. The interviewer was once again Senior Correspondent
John Miller
, who recently served as the top spokesman for the FBI and worked for the Director of the Office of
National Intelligence. An 
interview with another man who barely speaks English and claims to have seen Danny
after the incident was put out by Piers Morgan on CNN but it contributed virtually no substance except for the
claim that he was hysterical even after reportedly having been brave enough to have escaped.
One year after the incident, the socalled great unveiling of “Danny” happened on CBS with a short
video 
interview of “Daniel Meng,” wherein he only recapped the official narrative and managed to add no new
details. This interview is commonly deemed the strongest “evidence” that any of the events beginning with the
Boston Marathon bombings were the faults of the Tsarnaev brothers.
There is, however, only one Bostonian Internet entrepreneur named Daniel Meng and he isn’t the same
man. A cofounder of 
Venvy
, Inc. 
looks somewhat similar, wears glasses and has a similar haircut but, upon
closer inspection, has a much thinner likeness, a much smaller nose and less pronounced cheek bones. 
He
studied Economics and Strategy at Western and LSE respectively, not Engineering from 
Northeastern
. Internet
profiles say he went to Western University in 
Canada
, not Boston. It is unclear how “Danny” was able to obtain
a Master’s degree in Engineering from an American school if he’s still barely able to talk during such an
important interview.
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Although there is presently no apparent direct connection between Venvy  a “fun mix of Pinterest and
Twitter for video”  its Daniel Meng and what transpired, it is noteworthy that investors publicly gave Venvy
$565,000  $35,000 in October 2013, $80,000 in December and $450,000 in June 2015 (when Dzhokhar was
sentenced)  to help with its “daytoday” operations. Daniel Meng publically became a cofounder of the
preexistent Venvy, Inc. in May, about two weeks after the Boston Marathon bombings. His history with Venvy
was recently deleted from his LinkedIn 
page
. Meng recently split ties with Venvy and formed his 
own
entrepreneurship. Only 
traces of his prior 
association with 
Venvy can be 
found on the 
Internet
. New Chinese
media darling, primary founder of Venvy William Joy was recently named one of China’s 
top 30 entrepreneurs
under the age of 30 by Forbes China.

A Mass Casualty Drill?
Film and TV director Nathan Folks claims the Boston Marathon bombings and the aftermath was a “
false flag
attack
,” using crisis actors, fake blood, smoke bombs and smiling “victims.” The evidence only reinforces this
claim.
There are some notable things in mainstream media’s 
video from the finish line of the first bombing. A
cued, dramatic camera zoom occurred one second before the explosion. Only one person appeared physically
affected by the blast and that was a tiredlegged, startled, uninjured man who momentarily fell before crossing
the finish line. Even the people lining the area near the blast appeared unaffected, as if the explosion came from
upwardoriented pyrotechnics.
This description isn’t merely an analogy. From the evidence provided by citizen journalists and
investigators, it appears the reported pressure cooker bomb was the scheduled firing of a 
mortar [0:21]
positioned 
behind the advertisementladen divider. One of the bombs was first reported by an eyewitness as
having blown up in a 
garbage can but this was replaced by new reports of a second backpack in a gathering
behind the divider down the street. It appears the first “bomb” was fired by a 
mortar [4:54] that looked like a
garbage can. It may have been ignited by a proximal 
car battery [8:57]. What appears to have been a remnant
from the detonated flash bomb was 
picked up by an older gentleman with a black jacket and the same black
sunglasses seen on those in the inner circle of the drill. He then walked away and 
tucked [1:35] the remnant
under his jacket.
Many images and some 
footage of what actually happened behind the divider are available. Where are
the three dead? Where are the reported two hundred and sixtyfour injured? Why are most of the bystanders
paying little attention to what’s happening when purported victims reportedly were in agony and desperately in
need of immediate help?
The gore after the pyrotechnics was part of a mass casualty drill. None of it was real. 
All of the injuries
were 
fake
. Some kind of dust was dumped [1:38] from a bucket onto purported victims. A woman let an
unnaturallooking trail of blood fall from her 
handbag [1:21] around the scene. The most publicized injury, Jeff
Bauman’s severed and exposed tibia, mysteriously 
frayed after the first photos from Boylston Street.
Highquality 
videos [2:20] were later released documenting the making of the gore and the faking of the
aftermath of the bombings to erase any doubts that the many bits of evidence previously revealed by citizen
investigators weren’t being incorrectly interpreted.
Any terrified bystander who didn’t immediately flee saw the assemblage of a peculiar scene. Media
attempting to bravely report on what happened were blocked by Boston police and a busy blockade of 
DHS
workers [9:30] with yellow jackets and red badges hanging around their necks. Immediately after the explosions,
priests from three nearby churches on Boylston St. gathered sacramental oils to anoint the injured and deliver
customary last rites but were prohibited. St. Clements Reverend John Wykes, who just a decade before was a
hospital chaplain in Illinois with over half a century of experience, said this was the first time he’d ever been
denied access to an accident or crime scene. If there was ever a change in policy regarding clergymen, it must
have happened very recently and unbeknownst to the mainstay of the clergy, who were permitted to help and
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jeopardize their lives during 
9/11
. Boston police and the DHS have yet to offer explanations for their decisions to
keep them behind a barrier of 
police tape
. Aware Catholics nationwide don’t understand why the actions of
terrorists are justifications for the denials of victims’ 
spiritual lives. Many believe the “ad hoc” decision was
made in error.
Footage of another very curious component of Tamerlan’s involvement with the JTTF’s drill has
emerged. Purported victim and amputee Mery Daniel is seen very clearly next to and walking in stride with
Tamerlan, wearing the same black sunglasses seen before, in front of the Forum restaurant on Boylston St. This
provides very strong evidence of what was already surmised by many: that known FBI affiliate Tamerlan was
somehow involved with the inner circle of the JTTF’s drill beyond becoming the primary patsy. Mery, who may
have been of assistance in helping Jeff Bauman get into costume, can be 
seen seemingly painless on the ground
next to him lying in, not pieces of the wooden divider, but scattered papers and random trash.
CNN in particular was caught faking live reports on the bombings and the aftermath. Nancy Grace was
caught talking to a reporter stationed in a different part of the same parking lot. CNN was also unbelievably lazy
with one of its crisis actors after she was 
interviewed [0:33] at the Boston Marathon because she reappeared in a
separate interview in Watertown, and then again in Sandy Hook! Such funny business throughout mainstream
media may have helped Boston Police Commissioner Edward F. Davis slip up on Fox News and call the
Tsarnaevs “
actors
[1:28]... carrying out suspicion.”
Crisis actor Liz Norden’s two sons are said to have both lost legs. The hair she let rest over her eyes
during her 
interview disguised that she wasn’t actually crying and merely sounds near tears on occasion. She
initiates and adjusts her dramatics frequently  sometimes she pretends to be nearly inconsolable but her timing is
cued, forced and unnatural. Despite some alleged victims reportedly having received over a dozen surgeries, all
ten who purportedly had shrapnel embedded in their limbs reportedly received amputations. Norden and her sons
were reused to pull emotional strings during the sentencing of Dzhokhar.
Some of the many crisis actors were given 
honorary degrees and have continued as actors: the stars of
the Boston Marathon bombings. What kind of Americans would agree to being actors in the staging of an act of
terror on American soil? Some may be very dishonest people desperately seeking fame. Some may have been
naive enough to have been brainwashed into thinking their acting was going to improve public safety response
and didn’t understand what all was going to transpire. Companies like 
Strategic Operations specialize in 
crisis
acting [6:39] to, for example, help prepare the military for critical situations on the battlefield. Strategic
Operations is known to help 
Boston
disaster preparedness.
Some of the characters’ motives are more complicated, such as the most publicized “hero,” Carlos
Arredondo, who “saved” Jeff, the amputee actor, although the available 
footage [2:24] shows him mostly
goofing off while others did most of the “work.” It turns out that, long ago, Carlos admitted to accidentally
blowing up [17:07] a US military vehicle. For this incident alone, agencies of the Federal government can now
blackmail him and force him to either be a crisis actor or visit a Federal prison for an undetermined stretch. So,
he chooses to pretend he was a hero during the aftermath of the fictitious Boston Marathon bombings, among
prior and later events when he was 
put out [36:09] on display. Our beloved US Justice Dept. issued an 
$8.4
million grant for “victims, witnesses and first responders” to “help” them, which was spent 
parading [38:16] the
characters of the Boston Marathon bombings around the country.

Three Dead: Krystle Campbell, Martin Richard and Lu Lingzi
Who was Krystle Campbell? She is the crisis actor seen in this 
video with no visible injuries pulling on the
barrier and yelling. Known paraplegic crisis actor Jeff Bauman is feet away appearing to have been receiving
attention while no one paid attention to Krystle’s purportedly lifethreatening injury: a critically damaged limb.
Several 
images reveal the same fake blood, gore and physical impossibilities that have been revealed in Jeff’s
case. While moving her onto the gurney, the prosthetic piece she was wearing 
shifted [1:38] out of position and
high quality 
images [4:45] of the mishap were captured. It and what remains of her healed missing leg are clearly
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visible. Notice the Department of Homeland Security workers with red badges hovering around her otherwise
perfectly healthy body.
ABC disclosed that it was initially reported that Krystle had 
survived [0:30] and was being treated in the
hospital. A followup report from the chief of staff of the Mayor of Medford, however, claimed she’d died
instantly
.
8yearold Martin Richard is said to have been burned and later perished from a virtually severed arm
and massive abdominal wounds from nails, BB pellets and wood fragments. Early reports established that he was
killed by the 
first explosion near the finish line, where he reportedly gave his father Bill Richard a hug. This
seemed peculiar to many because no spectators were permitted to greet runners directly at the finish line.
MSNBC released a contradictory report stating that his father is a 
runner but had not run in the Marathon. The
next day, the Huffington Post reported that the family suffered injuries from the 
second blast while running in
terror from the first.
An overhead 
image from a couple seconds after the second explosion exists. Martin and his sister Jane 
who purportedly lost a 
leg  aren’t in sight. Elsewhere, Martin and his father Bill were 
photographed defying
medical protocol by hurrying somewhere with two other men. Martin’s purported massive abdominal wounds
were shielded from the limelight under a white sheet. One of the men carrying Martin had a tight, hugging grip
around his purportedly fatal abdominal wounds and nearly severed arm. Another 
photograph shows Bill carrying
Martin around his abdomen with one arm after the blast.
The official narrative fables that all of the Richards suffered injuries. Mother Denise reportedly had
sameday surgery for a 
brain injury. Conflicting reports stated it was merely an 
eye injury. Ball bearings
reportedly were lodged in Bill’s 
leg
. Brother Henry is said to have been a victim of unspecified 
minor injuries
.
No evidence has emerged to verify that the Richards were hurt but the existing evidence does suggest that they
are a family of crisis actors.
23year old Chinese Boston University graduate student Lu Lingzi purportedly bled to death from a
baseballsized shrapnel wound from the second blast. Officer Lauren Woods is credited for having identified the
injured and dying Lu on the concrete but the available 
images reveal that the purportedly injured young woman
looks more like her reported friend Zhou Danling. Zhou later said in court that it wasn’t until much later, in the
hospital
, when she’d been informed that Lu’s condition had grown fatal. This contradicts the testimony of
medical examiner Dr. Katherine Lindstrom, who explained that Lu would have died “
within seconds to minutes”
of the blast from massive blood loss.
The primary image used during the trial to tie Dzhokhar to the placement of the second bomb appears to
have instead documented Lu’s 
camera bag
. The available overhead photos reveal that the second detonation
happened visibly and undeniably in 
front of the 
fence but we’ve been told that it happened closer to the tree
several feet behind, near where he happened to walk by. The tree, which was the best frame of reference in that
particular photo for analyzing where he was relative to the true locations of both the detonation and Lu’s bag,
was conveniently 
chopped down [see photo items 8 and 11] no longer than a day later, before the area was even
cleaned. Police said they removed the tree because it was “
evidence
.”
Lu Lingzi’s identity miraculously was kept secret for two days 
reportedly [2:27] because her family was
worried about how her 
grandparents would react to the news. China’s Shenyang Evening News 
revealed her
identity and, like most publications, acknowledged that she was once a student of the Beijing Institute of
Technology but skipped that she was also a student of the University of California Riverside Extension in 
2010
.
The overhead 
image that revealed Martin and family weren’t near the second explosion seconds
afterward also revealed that Lu was nowhere to be seen. Details about her purported burial and gravesite are
unknown
and are being kept secret.
Fake obituaries were made for Lu, Martin and Krystle but the available evidence reveals they never died
and weren’t even injured. The Social Security Master Death File  the legitimate record, not mailed in by
contributors or fabricated on webpages  failed to 
list
[0:30] even one of them.
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The One Fund
As mentioned earlier, the US Justice Dept. issued an 
$8.4 million grant for “victims, witnesses and first
responders” to “help” them, which funded the first national tours of the characters of the Boston Marathon
bombings. That wasn’t enough to pay off all of the criminal overseers, crisis actors and other pawns who dirtied
their hands throughout the drill. Spearheaded by Governor Deval Patrick and Mayor Thomas Menino one day
after the massively publicized chaos on Boylston St., the 
One Fund was 
placed into the hands of Bank of
America Merrill Lynch.
[Bank of America was a primary financier of the 2012 Obama Administration, which, in a mammoth
2014 lawsuit, negotiated and settled a relatively meager penalty of 
$16.65 billion with the bank through its Dept.
of Justice for fraud leading up to and during the 2008 financial crisis. 
$7 billion of that was publicly forwarded
from the Dept. of Justice to radical 
liberal activist groups. This was greatly convenient for Bank of America,
which has an established tradition of publicly funding 
radical left
wing organizations to aid its “solid corporate
governance practices
.”]
By Dec. 2014, the Fund collected over 
$80 million purportedly to help victims. 
$1.5 million of that
reportedly established The One Fund Center for two years for purported victims, 
$1 million was given to
Massachusetts General Hospital and $500,000 was given to Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary. Beyond the
purported amputees, the vast majority of the reported injuries were from noise or 
emotional trauma
.
Some have tried to collect from the One Fund but instead received serious penalties, even 
prison time.
Two boys who tried to scam 
$2.195 million via identity theft were presented with a fake check from an
undercover State trooper and arrested after it exchanged hands.
Amy Molloy of Maine was charged with larceny for providing fraudulent medical records after
reportedly having received 
$8,000 for a foot injury. It reportedly wasn’t until she sent in more fraudulent medical
records seeking $12,500 for a hip injury that an investigation concluded she wasn’t legitimately injured by the
blasts.
After collecting $40,000 but later having overstretched by requesting an additional 
$2 million
, Joanna
Leigh was prosecuted for having insufficient medical records. Her case is particularly interesting because she
was one of the crisis actresses who 
claimed [2:08] to have been ten feet from a blast. Her additional claim was
submitted after she publicly 
criticized her allotted share of the One Fund. No one has explained why she was
given $40,000 if adequate medical records weren’t already gathered and filed.
Of course, it’s easy for the Attorney General to prosecute someone for scamming the charity because its
true recipients definitively know that 264 weren’t legitimately injured. Some quick math: $8.6 million + $78
million = $86.6 million, which would on average give each victim $328,030. Additionally, purported victims
independently raised donations from personal websites. Many of the shinier stars of the Boston Marathon
bombings generated around $1 million each. Where are all of the feelgood articles about the newly much
wealthier Boston Marathon bombings victims? When the One Fund closed its last accounts, its President James
Gallagher concluded: “this fund 
forever changed the model for how to efficiently collect and quickly redistribute
resources....”
In addition to the tens of millions of missing One Fund dollars, a Hollywood movie about the bombings
written by Matt Charman is on its way. Mark Wahlberg has begun coproducing “Patriot’s Day,” the fiction
based on the fiction. It is being 
fasttracked by CBS Films because Fox’s “Boston Strong” is competing to be
released first, while people’s fake emotional wounds are as fresh as possible. Lionsgate is also making a movie
called “
Stronger
” centered on known crisis actor Jeff Bauman, despite the availability of 
footage of one of his
prosthetic stage props having fallen off before having been quickly reattached by one of his handlers while they
wheeled him away.
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Summary
A December 2014 
summary of the JTTF’s drill called “After Action Report for the Response to the 2013 Boston
Marathon Bombings” discussed its effectiveness and recommended areas for future improvement. It apologized
for the undeniably barbaric, unwarranted gunfire of the 
police but otherwise lauded the martial law that ensued
as a “
great success
.”
In an ABC News 
interview days after the bombings, former President George W. Bush slipped and
basically admitted that the Boston Marathon bombings appeared to have been part of “another conspiracy,”
which earned him a quick, youblewit look from wife Laura. It in itself means little to nothing but it does speak
to the nearly comical obviousness of it all.
Media and the FBI’s conviction that the Tsarnaev brothers are the only possible suspects has always
been entirely rooted in speculation and in no way resembled the due process that US law once maintained. All of
the purported evidences introduced since then have been ridiculous contrivances.
It is alleged that they shot police officer Sean Collier multiple times in Cambridge. The FBI’s 
official
criminal complaint against Dzhokhar, however, gives no details about the incident. This is because it was a
poorlyscripted contrivance. The details of the shooting  on MIT’s campus  never even meshed with the official
narrative.
It was proven that neither of them robbed the 7Eleven. Critical details of the purported exchange
between the brothers and the triggerhappy mob of officials who reportedly chased them appear to have been
lies. It was admitted that officer Donahue was critically wounded by another officer. The undetonated
improvised explosive devices were “found” long after arresting Dzhokhar. Insufficient evidence has surfaced to
argue that the brothers were even involved with the police’s storied SUV chase.
Carjacking victim “Danny” is an actor paid to help patch up the failing narrative. Beyond whatever he
may get paid to say, all the evidence of his kidnapping and the theft of his Mercedes ML 350 is merely hearsay.
Claiming he’s a Chinese Internet entrepreneur helped to cover for the exceptional value of the Mercedes
involved and his tremendously important but disablingly poor English.
The provided details about the condition of Dzhokhar after extracted from the boat are dramatically
different than the hospital’s. At the end of the purported chase, it’s said he ran over Tamerlan while escaping but
the ER doctor said Tamerlan wasn’t run over and had additional bullets in him. It’s admitted that the FBI
murdered Ibragim Todashev and the murder of Sunil Tripathi needs to be investigated.
The socalled bombs at the Marathon weren’t pressure cookers full of BBs, nails and explosives. They
were just pyrotechnics. All of the violence was fake. The purported victims were compensated crisis actors and
many are still being paraded to further the freedomdefeating agenda of the Patriots’ Day drill.
The martial law takeover of Watertown and part of Boston had mixed reactions. Bostonians rolled over
to the belligerent, unlawful force exercised, yet there have been many relatively minor but painful backlashes
which have exposed the illegality and true purpose of the JTTF’s drill.
From fake news reports to the First Lady visiting the Saudi Abdul Alharbi in the hospital, every level of
government seemed to have an interest in or something to conceal regarding the story later regurgitated by
mainstream media and proestablishment politicians. The official narrative’s wounds are festering but the
increasingly feeble fable will continue to grow. There’s no turning back now for the parties who crafted and
executed the drill, so they’ve tried to make the steady stream of strategic disinformation too overwhelmingly
complex for the average citizen to track and accurately sift through. Whether or not the truth will grow faster
than the lie will be up to us.
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The Trial of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev
The trial of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev began January 5, 2015. It reportedly was repeatedly stalled by his defense in
response to the glut of bogus 
material provided by prosecutors. 
30 counts of Federal charges were stacked upon
him. Since he was charged federally instead of by the State of Massachusetts, the door opened for the 
death
penalty
. Lead attorney Judy Clarke staged him for failure several months beforehand by presenting arguments
against his 
mental
fortitude.
On March 4th, she needlessly volunteered: “
it was him
.” This played along with prosecutors to shift the
substance of the trial from a contest of the facts to the typically secondary debate about whether or not he should
be put to death. The next day, CNN released 
35 purported photographic evidences of Dzhokhar’s guilt: mostly
random pictures of the scene, along with pictures of a few inconsequential stage props, a planted, bloodied gun
and a cheap device that’s reportedly an improvised explosive but unrelated to the kind of explosives allegedly
detonated at the Marathon. Surveillance 
footages were released on March 15th that reportedly showed him
reacting calmly to the first explosion before leaving the area but, if any emotions surfaced on him, it appears they
were surprise and agitation. Subsequent footage of him buying milk at Whole Foods was framed as evidence that
he appeared without remorse but, if it does reveal something, it’s his lack of concern about the world possibly
coming down on him soon. The 
Tsarnaev trial exhibits are available for public viewing. There are dozens of
individual links to pictures, videos, electronic data, etc. but none of them can be considered legitimate evidence
that the brothers were behind what happened or that anyone was legitimately hurt. It wasn’t until after the public
release of the exhibits and the defense’s needless portrayal of him as guilty that a 
motion for acquittal of all
thirty charges was filed because prosecution “
failed to introduce evidence sufficient to establish each essential
element of the offenses charged beyond a reasonable doubt.” It received no meaningful attention.
It is said Dzhokhar was allowed to see 
autopsy photos of his purportedly dead victims but they are, to
this day, forbidden from public viewing. Despite purportedly having been the only one given this privilege, he
reportedly was never allowed to as much as talk to other inmates and his discussions with his family were
perpetually monitored by an FBI agent.
Not even snippets of what transpired in court were documented for the public. All that was given to
indicate a trial ever took place were cartoons, underlining the cartoonish nature of the growing fiction. If the
crimes weren’t publicized as post9/11 “terrorism,” more of the public likely would have found it suspicious and
perhaps outrageous that something as simple as afterimages of the trial weren’t provided, because presenting
nothing but a comic reel of the trial of the United States’ #1 living alleged terrorist is openly disrespectful to
Americans.
To add to any remaining illusion of legitimacy, several 
crisis actors were reused to help paint over the
legal process of trying and sentencing him. Some specialized in mourning on command, although the acting was
generally quite poor. Some simply regurgitated lies. A few pawns read scripts from positions of authority and
spoke matteroffactly about things they admittedly had nothing to do with and otherwise knew nothing about.
One of few equally informative reporters assigned to cover the sentencing, Emily Rooney from
WGBHTV 
claimed [1:42] to have been listening to it but only discussed how exceptionally complex the jury’s
finding was, while shakily stumbling over basic descriptions that apply to every trial and had nothing to do with
his specifically.
US Attorney for the District of Massachusetts Carmen Ortiz read a sorrowful 
script [0:38] about how the
nature of the senseless carnage was political. During the reading, fresh and familiar frauds masquerading as
victims stood next to known, experienced political actor 
Carlos Arredondo
[1:04].
Dzhokhar was convicted on April 8th, sentenced to death by lethal injection on May 15th and formally
sentenced to death with multiple consecutive life sentences on June 24th. In lieu of MSNBC and others’ baseless
shifting of the narrative from the brothers having been violent Islamic extremists to them having been
libertarians, conspiracy theorists and white supremacists, US Attorney Carmen Ortiz proclaimed: “there was
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nothing about this crime that was Islam associated.” Nothing substantive has arisen to reveal Dzhokhar’s
whereabouts or wellbeing since his kidnapping beyond a 
video [7:44] released by prosecutors of him flipping
off the camera in a jail cell. No evidence to suggest he wasn’t repeatedly shot by the FBI has arisen to negate the
details provided by Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. During his formal sentencing, he reportedly spoke for
the first time since saying “not guilty,” wherein he purportedly 
apologized and confessed but no evidence has
emerged to back these claims.
Years of appeals may be ahead before the needle, which buys time for both his defense and the public to
work to correct the ruling. A 
motion for a new trial has already been filed. Rebuttal of the court’s decision in a
case like this would be unprecedented but no less unprecedented than finding it acceptable to have a man as
young as Dzhokhar on Federal death row.
On June 2nd, Dias Kadyrbayev, the close friend who hid Dzhokhar’s fireworks, laptop, etc. from
authorities, received 
six years in prison followed by a scheduled forced deportation. Robel Phillipos was
sentenced on June 5th to 
three years in prison and three years of supervised release for making false statements
to law enforcement in a terrorism investigation. Azamat Tazhayakov received 
42 months in prison and three
years of supervised release for conspiring to obstruct justice and obstructing justice with the intent to impede a
terrorism investigation. Khairullozhon Matanov was sentenced on June 18th to 
30 months in prison for
obstructing the investigation.

Conclusions in Lieu of the Evidence
Since the Tsarnaev brothers were embarrassingly arrogantly declared the only possible suspects, there has been
no reasonable provided evidence of their alleged crimes. The entirety of the case against Dzhokhar was
illconceived hearsay, lies and fraud.
The cause for most of this unprecedented, childish sloppiness may have been the lastminute
cancellation of what appeared to have been the launch of the JTTF’s Plan A: the unveiling of the first arrest. The
undeclared, initial suspect is still unknown but, beyond the CST team, the suspect who was actually holding a
backpack identical to the one that’s said to have contained the first bomb, as indisputably revealed in the
4chan.org photos, is the disheveled white man in a big, blue coat. Many citizens, however, were ready for a
disheveled white man to be blamed for the attack on Patriots’ Day and beat the JTTF to the punch by swiftly
uploading the surveillance photos and footages and revealing the announced drill, including the CST team. The
JTTF appeared to have been cornered and forced to execute a seemingly loosely preconceived Plan B. Going
forward with its apparent Plan A after citizens already had their way with much of the evidence would have been
far more abrasive and suspicious than the more accepted, radical Muslim alternative.
A little more than a day later, the FBI made it clear that anyone speculating who the true suspects are by
looking at the surveillance photos and footages, which were by then all over the Internet, was basically in league
with the terrorists. It also cancelled its 5:00 PM press conference to block questions about the deployment of its
apparent Plan B: using its existing connections and motives to frame the Tsarnaev brothers. In a fleeting attempt
to retain some credibility, the Patriots’ Day drill against patriots was flipped to Muslims. The anti“rightwing”
propaganda, however, was fraudulently reattached to the narrative after the citizens who basically never cared
began to forget the flipping of the script.
For years, the FBI and Homeland Security have joined other government agencies in sponsoring and
executing the termination of our freedoms in the name of safety from terrorists. Meanwhile, they’ve been caught
redhanded, thus far inconsequentially, provocateuring the Boston Marathon bombings by employing various
resources to perform the “training exercise,” which then disgustingly blossomed into the freedomtargeting
official narrative. The Department of Homeland Security wasn’t truly established to stop radical Muslim
terrorists. It was designed to stall, damage and thwart the efforts of the growing, freedomloving resistance
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against the whitecollar, criminal financial and political takeover of the United States. That’s why the War on
Terror is publicly transitioning from Muslim terrorists to socalled domestic “rightwing extremists.”
The mass casualty drill near the finish line was the beginning of a multifaceted psychological operation
on the American public. It was a government exercise, a test pilot, to see how citizens will respond to such
blatant desecrations of our civil liberties in the name of fighting “terrorism.” Americans were violently taught
that it’s acceptable for government, which is still pretending to be our necessary savior even in lieu of the
mounting evidence to the contrary, to lock down a city to chase a teenager. Muslim terror and socalled
“rightwing extremism” were conflated for the public for the future. The fact that the brothers were Chechen fed
into the propaganda pertaining to current international tensions with Russia and made white people appear to be
potential Muslim terrorists. The young ages of the characters strewn throughout the storyline, combined with
how Dzhokhar had no semblance of justice in court, sends the message that even freshmen in college should be
profiled as potential terrorists. News of the event also camouflaged an April 16th New York Times article that
detailed how a “600page” Congressional Committee report found the Bush and Obama Administrations guilty
of treasonous 
torture
post9/11.
On April 15th, 2013, the orchestrators of the false flag terror at the Boston Marathon cast forward an
unstoppable train of events on a track solely composed of evolving lies and hearsay that would be inadmissible
in a fair courtroom. Piling more crisis actors and fraudulent media reports onto this festering mess won’t resolve
the broken foundation of repulsive lies upon which the planned psychological operation began.
Given the evidence aforesaid, convicting the young man was nothing short of madness. Historically,
however, tyranny of this fashion doesn’t just stop when it becomes immoral and illegal. The conviction of
Dzhokhar set a precedent in the minds of the gullible and the cowardly for accepting any violation of civil
liberties that our bankrupt, foreign bankeroccupied ghost of a Federal government wishes to criminally impose
upon us. It sends the message that, no matter how inhumane and fraudulent the system is, citizens are slaves to
the Federal government and that the only way to be a good person is to shut up, slave for the system, to not
question authority and do only what you’re told. If we will roll over and just accept having no rights in the name
of fighting terrorism; and accept having our towns run over by Federal goons to chase a teenager; and if we don’t
acknowledge the malevolence of the propaganda that the framed Tsarnaev brothers’ alleged actions were tied to
liking the Second Amendment and thinking like libertarians, who simply want to take America back from the
private families who’ve criminally overtaken her and restore the value that she once had; and if we choose to
neglect what is known about the Boston Marathon bombings just because we don’t want to stop pretending that
our government is benign and that we’re on the winning team; if we’re willing to cower in fear and submit to the
power and devilishness of organized crime, we will volunteer to it what remains of the freedom bestowed onto
us and our children by the bravery, selflessness and honor of our forefathers. Those who’ve taken the time to
understand what really happened during and after the Federal government’s drill against patriots will know how
propaganda was used to bolster the false flag attacks, will easily see through the continuing, cobbled fiction that
is mainstream media’s official story and will remember when future grandiose frauds are deployed upon us.
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